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Abstract 

Indonesia is a tropical country with two seasons (wet and dry) which play the main role in water cycle process. Occurrence of 
rain continues into the flow of the discharge in the river with a huge energy potential that can be exploited for the life of the 
surrounding community. The occurrence and intensity of rain is random and difficult to predict in a certain period of time so that 
discharge is also difficult to be estimated although it is measured in the field in time of rainfall occurrence. The amount of runoff 
produced by the same depth of precipitation in a watershed will result a different magnitude with another watershed because it is 
influenced by land use in the watershed. This paper discusses the modeling of rainfall-runoff in the Watershed of Bolon in 
Simalungun district of North Sumatra Province using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to determine the potential of the available 
discharge in the long term for the purpose of Micro Hydro Power (MHP). The software/program is developed with Scilab 
mathematical open source software (www.scilab.org) based on ANN algorithm. The data are record of monthly rainfall and 
discharge for 12 years (2001 to 2012). The models developed are 12 monthly neurons, 4 year neurons and series neuron (48 
neurons) for input (rainfall) - output (runoff) neurons. The result shows that reliability the 12 monthly neurons is 99% (the best) 
followed by series neuron with 78% and 4 year neuron 77%. The chosen model (12 monthly neurons) then to be used for 
predicting the monthly discharge availability at Bah Bolon Site.  Dependable discharges predicted with this software for year 
2013 to 2016 consecutively are as follows: 0.678246 m3/s, 0.655288 m3/s, 0.678475 m3/s and 0.678135 m3/s. 
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1. Introduction 

Simulation of rainfall-runoff is a discharge based approach to predict rain that enters the watershed. Rainfall data 
is uncertain- random data. In the prediction of rainfall-discharge transformation, this uncertainty (random data) can 
be adapted in the model Monte Carlo [1]. Another method that is able to adapt this uncertainty is the expert system 
inference method [2 & 3].  

The process of transformation of rainfall into discharge can be replicated and simplified in the form of models, 
commonly called rain-flow models. Many models have been developed in the rain-flow analysis. One of the 
conventional methods in Hydrology, the hydrology which simulate actual events is IHACRES [4]. In modern 
Hydrology, by inference, the models which were developed using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for rain-flow 
analysis has been done by [5], [6], [7], [8] and [9].  

ANN technology is a computational algorithm that is part of the Artificial Intelligence that simulates the works of 
the nervous system in the processing of biological stimuli/incoming information and then determines the response to 
that information. One of the applications that match the ANN is a matter of pattern recognition based on historical 
data that is fed to the ANN to perform the learning process. Variables are processed in the ANN is the number of 
inputs, number of layers, and number of outputs with the reliability of the model to 95% confidence.  

This method is able to adopt the hydrologic process with all its uncertainty. Under these conditions, the ANN was 
used as a model in the analysis of rainfall-runoff [6]. The accuracy of determining the discharge can ease the 
analysis of discharge available in watersheds [10]. Potential discharge generated by rain-flow analysis in a watershed 
can be used as a reference to its use, for example for the calculation of the capacity of Micro Hydro Power (MHP) at 
Bah Bolon Simalungun District of North Sumatra. 

2. Literature Review  

 Hydrologic cycle 
The hydrologic cycle is the circulation of water that never stops, occurs when water evaporates into the air from 
the ground, sea or from plants (transpiration). The evaporated water then condenses and solidifies then drops as 
rain or snow. Rain water is not all straight up to the ground surface, but some have stuck by the plant canopy 
interception as the retained portion that will be evaporated back and some will go into the ground through 
percolation process, some will continue to penetrate the soil layer which will eventually become saturated 
groundwater. Most of the water on the surface will be a run off that fills hollows, get into rivers that flow rate is 
referred to as discharge [11]. 

 Rainfall 
Rainfall is one of hydrological variables which has a large variation in both its distribution, time and place. 
Rainfall which occurs in an area is called rainfall region and measured in milimeter [11]. Estimated rainfall data is 
used to estimate precipitation that falls in the surrounding area. Accuracy of rainfall measurement results in an 
area will depend on the spatial variability of rainfall throughout the area, thus, needed more equipment to measure 
rainfall, especially in areas with large steep slope and areas that receive heavy rainfall (thunderstorms) than 
frontal precipitation type [12]. The intensity of rainfall is rainfall depth per unit time (mm/h). Rainfall in an area is 
the average rainfall throughout the observation area, instead of 1 point rainfall observations. One point rainfall 
measurements cannot represent the depth of precipitation that falls on a place. Calculation method of rainfall in 
some regions of rainfall observation point is divided into 5, i.e Arithmetic Mean, Thiessen polygons, isohyets 
lines, intersection lines method and depth elevation method [11].  

 Model of Artificial Neural Network (ANN)  
In general, ANN models have network structures with three or more layers (layer) consisting of input nodes, 
hidden nodes, and the output nodes. Node is the amount (value) of the layer (variable). [5], [6], [7], [8] and [9] 
have attempted to  investigate the relationship between rainfall and runoff with this model in some areas and 
resulted different models based on characteristics of a watershed. In this study, rainfall is used for input node and 
discharge is for output/target node. The Scilab is an open source software for the purposes of numerical 
calculation and provides a powerful computing environment for engineering and scientific applications [13], can 
be obtained from  [14]. It provides the Neural Network Toolbox for purposes of design, implementation and 
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visualization of the simulation models using neural network algorithm with the support of multilayered feed 
forward back propagation algorithm. This tool is very helpful for researchers who study the ANN technology 
because the features provided quite adequate for the purposes of research.  

 
Figure 1. Structure of an Artificial Neural Network (ANN)[15] 

3. Research Method 

3.1 Location 
 

This research was conducted in the watersheds located in the district of Bolon Simalungun, North Sumatra. The 
area of watershed is ± 790 km2 and the length of the Bah Bolon river is 118 km. It crosses two districts i.e  
Simalungun and Asahan Districts.  The land usage is generally for crops, industries, housings and tourisms [16].  

 

 
Figure 2. Map of  Bah Bolon Watershed 

3.2 Data and Research Tools 
 

This study uses secondary data i.e rainfall and discharge as the main data and maps of North Sumatera as 
supporting data. The research data needed are as followings: Map of the watershed as well as the location of rainfall 
stations in the watershed Bah Bolon, rainfall data from the last 12 years (2001 to 2012) of each station (3 stations: 
Marihat, Bah Jambi and Sidamanik rainfall stations) in the watershed Bah Bolon, and discharge data in the recent 12 
years of watershed Bah Bolon as well. Tools such as software that is used in this study are:  AutoCad 2007 for the 
watershed map processing program, Microsoft Excel 2007 for rainfall data processing, and Scilab 5.4.1 is used to 
design the ANN models.  
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3.3 Research Stages 
 

Stage1:  Literature review and preliminary study; Stage 2: Data collection of rainfall and discharge; Stage 3: 
development of data model for ANN’s input; Stage 4: Development of ANN model; Stage 5: Test of model 
reliability; Stage 6: Validation of simulation result; Stage 7: Calculation of dependable discharge and Stage 8: 
Conclusion and writing the research report. 

 
3.4 Test of Model Reliability  
 

Correlation is one of the analytical techniques used to measure how strong the relationship between the two 
variables observed. Correlation value of the two variables tested range between zeros to 1. How to calculate the 
correlation can be seen in formula 1 with a description of the gradation value of the correlation. 

 

 (1) 

with: 
r : coeff of correlation, n : number of data, x = simulated discharge (m3/s) and y = measured discharge (m3/s). 
 

The meaning value of r are: 0 : no correlation ,  0 – 0,25 : very weak correlation,  0,25 – 0,5 : Fair correlation,  0,5 
– 0,75 : strong correlation, 0,75 – 0,99: very strong correlation and 1 : perfect correlation. 
3.5 Runs Test of Model  

Runs test is conducted to ensure the validity of the simulation results. According to [18] in [17], as shown in 
Figure 3 based on theory of runs, m is positive run-length and n is negative run-length. Hence, the total run-length, r 
is m + n. Value of estimated r, E(r), is expressed in probability q for estimated positive run-length, m,  and  p is 
estimated probability for negative run-length, n.  

 

 
Figure 3. Positive run length (m), negative run length (n) of Theory of runs [18] 

 
This relationship of them is stated by [18] as followings: 
 

, with condition 0<q<1 (2) 

,  (3) 

  (4) 

 
with:  is the total run length based on probability q, j=1,2,3,…, kr and kr is number of total run-length. 

The number of runs of the simulation result (  ) must meet the criterion as stated in Formula 5.  
 

 (5) 

with:  is significant value (5%) and t is the value of statistical t table according to the value of kr . 
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4. Result And Discussion 

4.1 Neuron Models  
It is generally known that rainfall is dependent of time function. As the rainfall data is grouped into monthly 

rainfall and months are subset of year, here the input data are modeled into neurons of 12 month based and neuron of 
4 year based (as the data have 12 year of period).  

Based on the results of running the iteration parameters of 500 (optimum number of iterations) and tolerances 
(MSE) 0.0001 correlations in data validation as shown in Table 1 below. The best model of input neurons is 12 
monthly and neurons in the hidden layer 1 and 2 are 2 and 3, which resulted in a correlation of 0.540071 with the 
iteration 500 times. 
4.2 Results of Running Program 

Based on Table 1 model, training data is conducted with running parameters of the ANN in accordance to number 
3, but with the number of iterations is 1000 times. This process produced the value of Mean Squared Error (MSE) of 
the model= 0.0002061 (Figure 4). Figure 4 shows that the training process reach its maximum iteration i.e 1000 
times instead of the value of MSE.  

Table 1. Correlation value with a variety of approaches the number of neurons in the hidden layer and input neuron 
No Number of neurons  Correlation value 

 Hidden 1 Hidden 2 12 month based 4 year based 

1 2 2 0.5283270 0.2197610 

2 3 2 0.3447689 0.0539308 

3 2 3 0.5450071 0.1466791 

4 3 3 0.4759717 0.1478648 

 

 

Figure 4. Iteration process of ANN 

 

Figure 5a shows a graph between training and target outputs coincide with each other, which resulted in a 
correlation value: 0.9997761. For the simulation results and observations produces a correlation value= 0.5272530 
(strong correlation based on the explanation of the formula 1), the median value (Q50)= 1.1373039, mean= 
1.1706728 and standard deviation= 0.4861986 (Figure 5b). 
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(a) Plot of output and target training of ANN  (b) Plot of simulation and validation of ANN 

Figure 5. Result of training the ANN model for Bah Bolon Site 

Figure 6 shows the discharge prediction for period year 2013 to 2016 with the median (Q50)= 1.2123416,  mean= 
1.2123416 and standard of deviation= 0.5193679. 

 

 
Figure 6. The discharge prediction for year 2013 to 2016 period 

 
4.3 Validation of Simulation Results (Discharge)  

 
Validation of data must be conducted to ensure the results of the simulation models can be justified scientifically 

correct. Validation of the model is done by performing runs test (according to Formula 2, 3, 4 and 5), with the aim to 
obtain homogeneity of simulation data with the original data (observations). The following values generated by the 
ANN model with 12 input neurons monthly, 2 and 3 neurons in the hidden layer 1 and 2. The occurring run is 
between the lower limit and upper limit to the value of the resulting discharge qualify for use.  
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Table 2.  Validation of discharge model 
Lower limit Value of run Upper limit 

22.688489 25 27.311511 

 

The Table 3 show the result of discharge predicted for period of year 2013 to 2016. 
 

Table 3. Result of discharge predicted for period year 2013 to 2016(m3/s) 

year Month 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

2013 1.112397 0.798605 1.933656 1.167062 0.678246 0.405596 1.183108 1.487564 1.746132 0.826979 2.290074 1.160095 

2014 1.797911 0.655288 1.108866 1.065157 0.845499 0.42191 0.772274 1.173717 1.577355 0.905403 2.131359 1.371825 

2015 1.110366 0.80085 1.933134 1.168599 0.678475 0.405649 1.182889 1.487383 1.745996 0.827076 2.28978 1.160181 

2016 1.109957 0.797696 1.933971 1.166303 0.678135 0.405583 1.183239 1.487645 1.746201 0.826953 2.290207 1.160051 

 

4.4 Dependable Discharge 
 

Dependable discharge is the amount of discharge is available to meet the water needs of the risk of failure that has 
been taken into account. The goal is to determine the expected design discharge is always available in the river [19]. 
For MHP generally use a dependable discharge of 90% (Q90), which means a high risks to be faced because of the 
less discharge smaller than dependable discharge is 10% the number of observations. In calculation of dependable 
discharge with probability of  90 %, the Weibull formula is used: 

 
  (6) 

 with : P =  probability (%), m =  order and n =  number of data 

Table 4. Calculation of dependable discharge for year 2013 to 2014(m3/s) 

2013 2014 

Month Order Discharge Probability Month Order Discharge Probability 

May 2 0.678246 84.62% Feb 2 0.655288 84.62% 

 

Table 5. Calculation of dependable discharge for year 2015 to 2016(m3/s) 

2015 2016 

Month Order Discharge Probability Month Order Discharge Probability 

May 2 0.678475 84.62% May 2 0.678135 84.62% 

 
In determining the dependable discharge, the next process is used; reliability = 90% (R90), n = 12 (number of 

months in a year), so R90= 12/[100/(100-90)]+1, then R90= (12/10)+1 and as a result R90= 2,2 2. It can be 
conclude that dependable discharge of year 2013 is at order of 2 which is in May of  0.678246 m3/s. So that 
dependable discharge for next 3 year consecutively are 0.655288 m3/s, 0.678475 m3/s dan 0.678135 m3/s, for year 
2014 to 2016. 
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5. Conclusion 

From this research, it can be concluded: 
 GUI interface of ANN for rainfall-runoff simulation of Bah Bolon Site has been developed with neuron model 

(input model) is at best for 12 month base with 2 and 3 neurons for each hidden layer with correlation value of 
0.5450071, and  

 Dependable discharges predicted for year 2013 to 2016 consecutively are as follows: 0.678246 m3/s, 0.655288 
m3/s, 0.678475 m3/s and 0.678135 m3/s at Bah Bolon Site. 
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